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These are selected examples. We know there are many more great examples of work being 
undertaken by all schools across the city.  We would like to build this document up to cover as 
many of the great examples of work undertaken across schools in the City so that best practice 
can be shared and celebrated and the local evidence base built. 
 
This document will be updated and placed on the web site below in July 2016 
 
Examples we would want to include will need to demonstrate impact. The Locality Events provide 
support to use a planning tool and opportunity to discuss evaluation options.  
 
The Healthy Child Quality Mark programme is an evolution of the previous Healthy Schools 
approach and builds upon the Healthy Schools Plus initiative which has been piloted here in the 
south west. The Healthy Child Quality Mark aims to continue to give schools a framework to plan, 
deliver and assess healthier behaviour change, but also to streamline the process, keeping the 
delivery elements and providing greater assistance with the reporting requirements of the process.  
 
 

www.thriveplymouth.co.uk 
 

 

http://www.thriveplymouth.co.uk/


 
THRIVE THEME:   Poor Diet 
School:     Widey Court Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM SILVER): Healthy Lunch-Box Project 
 

Issue to Address:  
Low nutritional content of food items within lunch-boxes, brought in from home. We have a sizable 
proportion of children in KS2 and a small number of children in KS1 which bring packed lunches, 
at least for part of the week. Observations of the content of many of these packed lunches have 
led us to want to include the encouragement of healthy food choices, for this group, alongside our 
current campaign regarding healthy school food.  
 

Objective:   
To increase the number of children with healthier packed-lunches (Focusing on three food items – 
1. A sandwich, 2. At least one portion of fruit / vegetables, 3. No confectionary,) 
 

Method: 
To address this issue we wanted a project that would see the pupils themselves at  the heart of 
the activity, thus our School Council were instrumental in the planning and delivery of the project.  
We used best practice advice from the Change4Life web-site to guide our project design. Our 
School Council decided to incentivise healthier food choices by rewarding children, if they had with 
three key food items present in their lunch boxes. Each Child with a Sandwich, at least one portion 
of fruit / vegetables, and no confectionary, would receive a token, which was to be collected each 
day.  Tokens were collected by class and at the celebration assembly, each week of the project, 
the class with the most tokens would be congratulated (of course, this allowed the school to re-
emphasise the Change4Life messages and keep the subject of healthy food in the ongoing 
conversation, throughout the course of the project.  Children in winning classes would receive 
certificates and at the end of the project, the class with the most tokens overall, would receive 
prizes, generously sponsored by Local Co-op Food Stores.  Child monitors were responsible for 
giving out tokens, following training.  Alongside this part of the project, the school also provide 
information regarding healthy food choices, through newsletters, their web-site and parents/carers 
were invited to comment and contact the school if they required further information.  Children 
which ate school prepared cooked meals were also included in to the project, by receiving tokens 
if they ate items from the Salad Bar and if they displayed good manners. Thus every child in the 
school could take part and help their class to win prizes.  
 

Results: 
We measured the number of tokens given out, before the project started and again in the final 
week of the project.  Singling out the packed lunch tokens we observed a 26% increase in tokens 
given out (this equates to an increase of 77 children). 
A real buzz was created across the school, with the topic of healthy eating being realised at every 
opportunity. The pupils really took this project on and would tell teachers/visitors (unprompted) 
about their healthy lunch choices.  Alongside this project and as part of the overall focus on our 
school food provision, we also reviewed the efficiency of our lunchtime journey, developing the 
way we call pupils to the dining area, having no more children eating in classrooms, reducing the 
queuing times and re-arranging our dining hall to allow for a more efficient movement of pupils and 
a larger capacity. Another positive aspect of this project is that our Meal Time Assistant have told 
us that they now have a vocabulary and a greater confidence to enable them to talk to the children 
about healthy food choices, thus supporting the wider school’s promotion of healthy lifestyles. 
 

Legacy: 
We will now complete low key spot checks on the contents of packed lunches, followed up by 
Change4Life themed assemblies. We look to repeat the project again in the future. 



   Picture of lunch-time ‘Salad Bar’ 
THRIVE THEME:   Smoking, Alcohol 
School:     Widey Court Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM SILVER): Development of Drug Education and Teacher Confidence 
 
Issue to Address:  
Further development in drug education breadth and consistency needed, as identified by the 
HCQM Bronze process. 
 
Objective:   

 To increase the number of teachers who report that they are confident in the planning and 
teaching of drug education. 

 To ensure that Drug Education sessions are included effectively into each year group’s long 
term planning. 

 
Method: 
To achieve our objective we began with a whole school ‘Honest’ audit of what drug education 
activities took place in the previous year.  Alongside this process we reviewed existing drug 
education schemes of work for suitability at our school.  Once the information was gathered for the 
whole school were we are able to review our own provision against the PSHE Association 
Programme Of Study for P.S.H.E. and against our chosen scheme of work. using this process to 
identify good practice and where gaps in our provision existed, we were able to design a new drug 
education scheme of work for our school.  This part of the project was achieved with support from 
our HCQM Officer and through a range of meetings with school staff.  Next, the new scheme of 
work was introduced and consulted upon by the whole school staff. Over a period of months the 
new scheme of work was implemented in each year group and integrated with the schools rolling 
curriculum programme. Leeson plans were annotated and then analysed by the P.S.H.E. 
coordinator and subsequent improvements made.  The teaching staff were surveyed before and 
after this process, regarding their confidence in the teaching of drug education. 
 
Results: 
Using the confidence scores from pre and post project surveys we achieved a 21.5% increase in 
teacher confidence.  We now have a progressive, and good quality, series of drug education 
lessons taking place in each year group, across the school, with annotated and age appropriate 
planning. 
 
Legacy: 
This process has led to our drug education sessions being fully integrated with our wider 
curriculum, which we feel better meets the needs of our children. We continue to review efficacy 
and aim to review our relationships & sex education provision using a similar process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Poor Diet 
School:     High View Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM SILVER): Healthy Lunch-Box Project 
 

Issue to Address:  
Low nutritional content of food items within lunch-boxes, brought in from home. 
 

Objective:   
To increase the number of children with healthier packed-lunches (Focusing on three food items – 
1. A sandwich, 2. At least one portion of fruit / vegetables, 3. No confectionary,) 
 

Method: 
High View Primary School piloted this project and thus helped to shape the methodology for other 
school to use in their own settings. To address the issue we wanted a project that would see the 
pupils themselves at the heart of the activity, thus our School Council were instrumental in the 
planning and delivery of the project, called the ‘Healthwise Project.’  We used best practice advice 
from the Change4Life web-site to guide our project design. Our School Council decided to 
incentivise healthier food choices by rewarding children, if they had with three key food items 
present in their lunch boxes. Each Child with a Sandwich, at least one portion of fruit / vegetables, 
and no confectionary, would receive a token, which was to be collected each day.  Tokens were 
collected by class and at the celebration assembly, each week of the project, the class with the 
most tokens would be congratulated (of course, this allowed the school to re-emphasise the 
Change4Life messages and keep the subject of healthy food in the ongoing conversation, 
throughout the course of the project.  Children in winning classes would receive certificates and at 
the end of the project, the class with the most tokens overall, would receive prizes, generously 
sponsored by Local Co-op Food Stores.  Child monitors were responsible for giving out tokens, 
following training.  Alongside this part of the project, the school also provide information regarding 
healthy food choices, through newsletters, their web-site, at a parent/teach consultation evening 
and also some parents/carers attended a ‘Coffee Morning’ where they received a presentation 
about the project and were able to express their own views.  We also sent out a letter explaining 
the goals, methods and benefits of the project.  Children which ate school prepared cooked meals 
were also included in to the project, by receiving tokens if they displayed good manners. Thus 
every child in the school could take part and help their class to win prizes.  
 

Results: 
Upon comparing the baseline data with data in the final week of the project we observed a 38% 
increase in tokens given out (excluding the tokens given for good manners).  This showed that by 
the end of the project 35 extra children were having healthier packed lunches. 
School staff fell that the children are more aware of what healthier food is.  So the token scheme 
was very valuable, especially for raising the profile of healthy food with parents and carers.  We 
also saw a slight increase in children displaying good table manners. 
 

Legacy: 
We were pleasantly surprised by the success of this type of intervention. Thus we continued the 
‘HealthWise’ initiative in the Autumn Term, once a week ‘Fruity Fridays.’ 
 

              
 



THRIVE THEME:   Poor Diet 
School:     Kings Independent Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM SILVER): Dining Experience and Food Provision Development  

(Increasing School Meal Take-Up) 
 

Issue to Address:  
Supporting the aims of the ‘School Food Plan’, Kings Primary School aimed to increase school 
meal (and Free School Meal) take-up. 
 

Objective:   
To increase the number of children having a school prepared meal. 
 

Method: 
To increase the quality of our school meal offer we undertook the following activities: 

 Initial Consultation Process (Pupils, Parents, Staff, Governors). 

 Tender process for new kitchen / food providers 

 Design work for the canteen area (Including Name, Décor and Tables) 

 Promotional work to parents 

 Installation of new kitchen equipment and refurbishment of dining area 

 Internal school launch and testing of new dining experience 

 Changes to school procedures 

 Public launch 
Our pupils took part in each aspect of this project. 
 

Results: 
Looking at data collected, before and after the project period we were able to increase numbers of 
children eating a school prepared meal from 95 to 124. 
 

Legacy: 
The popularity of our school meals has meant that we are outgrowing the current canteen space, 
thus we are now looking at options to expand into the adjacent hall area.  We feel we can 
introduce more themed days and push up our numbers even further. We now have all staff eating 
with a school meal, every day, many of which sit with the children. 
 
 

         
 

Pictures of our new dining area 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Inactivity 
School:     Victoria Road Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM SILVER): Increasing opportunities to learn in natural environment (LINE) 
 
Issue to Address:  
We wanted to radically improve our ‘Learning In the Natural Environment’ experience for our 
pupils, using our own and our local area.   
 
Objective:  
To increase the number of children which undertake Learning In The Natural Environment 
activities (in particular, growing, ecological awareness and adventurous activities - including 
increasing physical activity).  
 
Method: 
The project first involved a scoping exercise to identify areas where school grounds which could 
be developed and activities which would support this.  We applied for funding, visited other 
schools to gain best practice and had a ‘Pond Visioning Day’ with our pupils. Infrastructure 
aspects of the project included, School Pond Construction, Fire Pit Construction, Erection of 
Playground Blackboards, Outdoor Seating Installation, Painting of Literacy / Numeracy Playground 
Markings, Amphitheatre Construction and the building of our Chicken Area.  Activities included our 
LINE (Learning In the Natural Environment) Week, Pond Development Day, Excursion to 
Kinterbury Creek, Empty Classroom Day, Erection of Bug Hotels and Bird Feeders, Gardening 
and Various Classroom Activities. 
 
Results: 
Prior to this project none of our children had structured opportunities to learn, and benefit from our 
outdoor learning environment.  We now have all 220 pupils undertaking weekly activities in the 
outdoor environment. This project is continuing, but we have now seen all of our pupils engaging 
in outdoor learning, which has led to many children responding very positively, regarding their 
behaviour, relationship building and engagement levels.  The physical changes that we have 
made to the school have, by necessity, encouraged partnership working relationships between the 
school and our children’s parents/carers.  Our outdoor areas are now not only looking fantastic, 
but we have given our pupils new environments to learn and play in. 
  
Legacy: 
For our Learning In the Outdoor Environment, projects, we now move into the next phase of 
development which we are focusing around our Project 21 work, culminating in our Festival Day, 
which will take place in the summer term of 2015. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Poor Diet 
School:     Victoria Road Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM SILVER): Healthy Lunch-Box Project 
 
Issue to Address:  
Low nutritional content of food items within lunch-boxes, brought in from home. 
 
Objective:   
To increase the number of children with healthier packed-lunches (Focusing on three food items – 
1. A sandwich, 2. At least one portion of fruit / vegetables, 3. No confectionary,) 
 
Method: 
To address this issue we wanted a project that would see the pupils themselves at  the heart of 
the activity, thus our School Parliament were instrumental in the planning and delivery of the 
project.  We used best practice advice from the Change4Life web-site to guide our project design. 
Our School Council decided to incentivise healthier food choices by rewarding children, if they had 
with three key food items present in their lunch boxes. Each Child with a Sandwich, at least one 
portion of fruit / vegetables, and no confectionary, would receive a token, which was to be 
collected each day.  Tokens were collected by class and at the celebration assembly, each week 
of the project, the class with the most tokens would be congratulated (of course, this allowed the 
school to re-emphasise the Change4Life messages and keep the subject of healthy food in the 
ongoing conversation, throughout the course of the project.  Children in winning classes would 
receive certificates and at the end of the project, the class with the most tokens overall, would 
receive prizes, generously sponsored by Local Co-op Food Stores.  Child monitors were 
responsible for giving out tokens, following training.  Alongside this part of the project, the school 
also provide information regarding healthy food choices, through newsletters, their web-site and 
some parents/carers attended a ‘Coffee Morning’ where they received a presentation about the 
project and were able to express their own views.  We also sent out a letter explaining the goals, 
methods and benefits of the project.  Children which ate school prepared cooked meals were also 
included in to the project, by receiving tokens if they displayed good manners. Thus every child in 
the school could take part and help their class to win prizes.  
 
Results: 
Set against our baseline data, we achieved an 84% increase in tokens given out for children with 
the agreed three items in their packed lunches. This equates to 34 further children eating healthier 
lunches.  The healthy lunch box project has been a success at our school because we made 
healthy lifestyle education a priority and healthy food was always in the teachers’ and pupils’ 
minds, throughout the process.  In effect the project allowed us link many different parts of our 
school life together, thus making the central message of healthy food choices relevant and fun for 
the children. The children responded well to this way of praising positive choices. The school 
meals side of the project also led to an increase in efficiency for our dinner service due to the 
children lining up really sensibly and being polite to our kitchen staff, speeding up the service of 
food. We also saw an increase in numbers of children using our salad bar.  Throughout the term of 
the project we monitored closely what our children were bring to school in their packed lunches, 
and saw more fruit, more sandwiches and less confectionary type items. 
 
Legacy: 
For our school, the challenge now is to maintain the improvements made by our pupils and 
encourage further progress for our existing and our new pupils.  We will keep the promotion of 
healthy food at the forefront of our wider health education and promotion across the school.  This 
now will be promoted alongside our encouragement for our pupils in Key Stage One to take up 
their Free School Meal Entitlement (with our ongoing work to promote school meals as the best 
option for all pupils). 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Emotional & Mental Health 
School:     Victoria Road Primary School 
Project Title (HCQM GOLD): Victoria Road Budo’s Positive Behaviour Management Scheme 
 

Issue to Address:  
We wanted a radical alternative to existing methods to enliven our approach and further support 
our children.  Our working party proposed that we pilot a new behaviour management initiative – 
Victoria Road Budos, aiming to improve emotional health and wellbeing relating to self-esteem 
and positive relationships. 
 

Objective:   
To decrease the number of negative behaviour incidents during the lunch-time period (thus 
increase the number of positive lunch-times for our children, raising self-esteem and bolstering 
good mental / emotional health). 
 

Method: 
Over the course of 14 months we introduced the ‘Budos’ positive rewards system across our 
school (excluding our ‘Reception’ pupils).  Victoria Road Budos is our new currency, within the 
school.  Children are rewarded with Budos in the same way which other reward systems work, 
however Budos can also be forfeited, for negative behaviour.  The Budos are banked and can be 
used to purchase items at the end of each term (old half-term).  This system is backed up by 
sessions focussing on the various positive and negative behaviours/activities for which pupils can 
earn and forfeit their Budos. This new system allows us to have a positive dialogue with pupils 
regarding their behaviour and the consequences of positive and negative actions, linking this 
method to personal aspirations, financial wellbeing and planning, adult life and personal choices. 
 

Results: 
We have seen a reduction in the number of negative behavioural incidents around the school, as 
well as during the lunch-time period (Lunch-time data - from 116 to 73 incidents Pre/Post 
measures). We have issued less ‘Yellow & Red’ cards for negative behaviour incidents (including 
pupils being removed from classrooms). This new system has quickly and smoothly become the 
favoured method of encouraging positive behaviour and rewarding pupils for their efforts. Our 
pupils, staff and parents/cares have welcomed this new initiative. One particular child, who 
displayed challenging personal behaviour over an extended period of time, has reacted very 
positively to this new system. Following an incident in which the child kicked a hole into a wall, our 
head teacher was able to discuss the behaviour in terms of consequences. The child was fined 20 
budos, which was mutually agreed. Following this incident the child has not displayed serious 
negative behaviour – a real step forward and achievement for that child, supporting his self-
esteem and encouraging him to maintain positive relationships with his peers. Our collection of 
pupils from the playground at lunch-times is now more relaxed and we see less low level 
behavioural issues relating to queuing. We are currently seeing a trend which indicates that we 
may no longer need our ‘Thinking Area’ during the lunchtime period as less and less pupils are 
sent to this area (following an argument or negative behaviour incident). 
 

Legacy: 
Following the successful implementation of the Budos initiative at our school we are producing a 
set of resources (and support) which will be available to other schools who wish to pursue this 
type of initiative. We are contributing to the CPD of teachers/head teachers from other Plymouth 
Schools. 
 

 
A Victoria Road ‘5 Budo Note’ 



THRIVE THEME:   Poor Diet 
School:     Whitleigh Primary School 
Project Title:   Healthy Lunch-Box Project 
 
Issue to Address:  
Low nutritional content of food items within lunch-boxes, brought in from home. 
 
Objective:   
To increase the number of children with healthier packed-lunches (Focusing on three food items – 
1. A sandwich, 2. At least one portion of fruit / vegetables, 3. No confectionary,) 
 
Method: 
To address this issue we wanted a project that would see the pupils themselves at  the heart of 
the activity, thus our School Parliament were instrumental in the planning and delivery of the 
project.  We used best practice advice from the Change4Life web-site to guide our project design. 
Our School Council decided to incentivise healthier food choices by rewarding children, if they had 
with three key food items present in their lunch boxes. Each Child with a Sandwich, at least one 
portion of fruit / vegetables, and no confectionary, would receive a token, which was to be 
collected each day.  Tokens were collected by class and at the celebration assembly, each week 
of the project, the class with the most tokens would be congratulated (of course, this allowed the 
school to re-emphasise the Change4Life messages and keep the subject of healthy food in the 
ongoing conversation, throughout the course of the project.  Children in winning classes would 
receive certificates and at the end of the project, the class with the most tokens overall, would 
receive prizes, generously sponsored by Local Co-op Food Stores.  Child monitors were 
responsible for giving out tokens, following training.  Alongside this part of the project, the school 
also provide information regarding healthy food choices, through newsletters, their web-site and 
some parents/carers attended a ‘Coffee Morning’ where they received a presentation about the 
project and were able to express their own views.  We also sent out a letter explaining the goals, 
methods and benefits of the project.  Children which ate school prepared cooked meals were also 
included in to the project, by receiving tokens if they displayed good manners. Thus every child in 
the school could take part and help their class to win prizes.  
 
Results: 
Following a baseline gathering exercise we were able to see that prior to the implementation of the 
project, 38 children had the 3 agreed items in their packed lunches. At the end of the project 94 
children had the 3 agreed items in their packed lunch (the end of project measurement was taken 
as an average figure, over the course of 5 days to lower any impacts of other factors on the 
results, e.g. weather, school topic work, etc.).  This was a fantastic result and one which engaged 
the children, and their parents / carers more successfully than some of our previous health and 
wellbeing projects. 
 
Legacy: 
The learning gained from this project will now be revisited at every opportunity in our curriculum, 
our clubs and through school events. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Inactivity (& Poor Diet) 
School:     Plaistow Hill Infant & Nursery School 
Project Title:   ‘Active 4 U’ Physical Activity and Healthy Food, School Club 
 
Issue to Address:  
Highlighted through the HCQM Bronze process and teacher observations, the school wanted to 
increase levels of physical activity, in addition to the in-school provision. Aimed at the children and 
their parents / carer, this project aimed to give parents / carers. 
 
Objective:  
To increase the confidence of parents / carers to provide/encourage 60 active minutes a day, for 
their children (measurement of confidence levels – survey 18 families/parents/carers). 
  
Method: 
To achieve our objective we provided an after school club which involved 45 minutes of parent / 
child physical activity, followed a 15 minutes information session regarding physical activity 
opportunities and healthy eating advice.  6 after-school sessions took place, with each session 
focusing on a different area of physical activity (and healthy eating).  Utilising our school hall and 
our sports equipment parents and their children were taken through a wide range of physical 
activates and games which they were encouraged to perform and adapt for their own use (backed 
up by printed material explaining all of the games and activities, with extension activities). 
Week 1: Activity = ‘Brilliant Basketball,’  Presentation = ’60 Active Minutes’ 
Week 2: Activity = ‘Tennis Time,’  Presentation = ‘Get Outdoors’ 
Week 3: Activity = ‘Games To Play Inside & Out,’ Presentation = ‘Active Plymouth – Local 
Opportunities’ 
Week 4: = ‘Cooperation Games,’ Presentation = ‘Walking & Swimming Fun’ 
Week 5: = ‘Active Games,’ Presentation = ‘Healthy Lunch-Box Ideas’ 
Week 6: = ‘Super Snack/Lunch-Time,’ Presentation ‘ Food Is Fuel’ 
 
Results: 
We are very pleased to see all 18 children and their parents participate fully and complete the six 
week course. It has been great to see the children playing and communicating positively with their 
parents.  Everyone who attended in each session participated in the 35 / 40 minute active session, 
including parents with a wide range of physical abilities.  Parents were able to suggest how the 
various activities could be used at home and were appreciative of the physical activity ideas they 
received throughout the course (activities available to try, around the City).  Our parents’ survey 
showed that we gained a 46% (58 to 85 total scores) increase in the confidence scores of parents, 
to provide 60 minutes of physical activity for their children, however the children and parents also 
enjoyed the course, as a fun after school club.   
 
Legacy: 
If we are able to staff the Active4U after school club, we would like to run it again in the future.  We 
are now able to build in some of the games and skills demonstrated in the Active4U initiative, 
within our school setting (as quick physical activity wake-up sessions or within our playtimes or 
P.E. sessions). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Smoking 
School:     Plaistow Hill Infant & Nursery School 
Project Title:   ‘Smoke Outside Campaign’ 
 

Issue to Address:  
We wanted to address smoking by our pupil’s parents, within the home.  This issue had been 
identified as an area of focus because our teachers reported a considerable number of children’s 
book-bags returning to school, which smelled of tobacco products. 
 

Objective:  
To increase the number of children which state that their parents/carers/ family members smoke 
outdoors, at home (children in families which members currently smoke). 
 

Method: 
A two week campaign was delivered at the school, aiming information and advice at the pupils and 
the parents / carers and additionally utilising aspects of ‘Pupil Power/Pressure.’  The campaign 
was designed and delivered in partnership with ‘SmokeFree Plymouth.’ Care was taken to pitch 
information regarding the harmful effects of smoking, at an appropriate level and to discuss the 
issue in terms of increased risk of health problems. 
Activities included: 

 Printed material ‘Smoke Outside Leaflets’ sent home to all parents / carers 

 Assembly ‘Ready Steady Cook,’ interactive presentation focusing on harmful ingredients of 
cigarettes. 

 Classroom activity utilising resources from ‘SmokeFree Plymouth’ – ‘Harmful Ingredients of 
Cigarettes Box. 

 Classroom Literacy Lesson, utilising the ‘Jenny The Bear’ passive smoking story as an 
introduction to a persuasive writing lesson (persuasive messages regarding anti-smoking 
then taken home to show parents / carers). 

 Parental engagement through a ‘Drop-In Coffee Morning’ session with a member of 
‘SmokeFree Plymouth, giving expert advice regarding smoking cessation. 

 Anti-Smoking Poster Competition, including prizes. Again with posters taken home to share 
with parents / carers. 

 Article reported in the Plymouth Herald (with ability to comment upon).  
 

Results: 
Pre and post campaign surveys indicated a 20% increase in numbers of pupils which stated that 
there family members smoked outside.  We were surprised with the success of this campaign in 
bringing the issue of, smoking in the home, to our school community’s attention.  In addition, 
anecdotal information was also very positive. In the 3 weeks following the campaign and one 
parent reported that she now had given up smoking all together.  Other individual children said: 
Jacob – “Aunty and Uncle now smoke outside,” Daisy – “Uncle now smokes outside when he 
visits,” Jamie – “Mum now smokes outside,” Ellis – “My mum has tried to stop before, but has 
stopped now,” Ellie – “My step-dad now smokes outside,” Isabel – “Granddad now smokes outside 
to,” Amelie – “Dad is trying to stop,” Leanna – “Granddad smokes outside now.” 
 

Legacy: 
As a result of this project we now have a relationship with the ‘Smokefree Plymouth’ team and we 
will use the project Literacy Lesson, each year as part of our persuasive writing Literacy provision. 
 

 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Poor Diet 
School:     Plympton St Maurice Primary School 
Project Title:   Healthy Lunch-Box Project 
 
Issue to Address:  
Low nutritional content of food items within lunch-boxes, brought in from home. 
 
Objective:   
To increase the number of children with healthier packed-lunches (Focusing on three food items – 
1. A sandwich, 2. At least one portion of fruit / vegetables, 3. No confectionary,) 
 
Method: 
To address this issue we wanted a project that would see the pupils themselves at  the heart of 
the activity, thus our School Parliament were instrumental in the planning and delivery of the 
project.  We used best practice advice from the Change4Life web-site to guide our project design. 
Our School Council decided to incentivise healthier food choices by rewarding children, if they had 
with three key food items present in their lunch boxes. Each Child with a Sandwich, at least one 
portion of fruit / vegetables, and no confectionary, would receive a token, which was to be 
collected each day.  Tokens were collected by class and at the celebration assembly, each week 
of the project, the class with the most tokens would be congratulated (of course, this allowed the 
school to re-emphasise the Change4Life messages and keep the subject of healthy food in the 
ongoing conversation, throughout the course of the project.  Children in winning classes would 
receive certificates and at the end of the project, the class with the most tokens overall, would 
receive prizes, generously sponsored by Local Co-op Food Stores.  Child monitors were 
responsible for giving out tokens, following training.  Children which ate school prepared cooked 
meals were also included in to the project, by receiving tokens if they displayed good manners. 
Thus every child in the school could take part and help their class to win prizes.  
 
Results: 
Following the implementation of this project were able to raise the numbers of children eating 
healthier packed lunches from 6 to 19. This was a great result; however a larger positive aspect of 
the project is that we raised awareness of healthy food choices across the whole school, for a 
prolonged period of time, including some of our parents entering the conversation too. 
 
Legacy: 
We were pleasantly surprised by the success of this type of intervention. Thus we continued the 
lunch-box initiative in the Autumn Term, once a week. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THRIVE THEME:   Emotional & Mental Health 
School:     Plymstock School 
Project Title:   Supporting Children of Service Families 
 
Issue to Address:  
Children and young people who are part of a services family often experience a range of emotions 
relating to separation, which impact on every part of their lives, including sadness, responsibility, 
pride, anxiety, frustration, depression, vulnerability etc., especially when family member are 
deployed overseas. 
 
Objective:  
To provide support services for our 218 students with family members currently serving in the 
armed forces.  
 
Method: 
Here is an overview of how we helped students at Plymstock school and also provided support for 
children at our feeder primary schools: 
o Weekly student group meetings – students shared news, ate lunch or just chatted. 
o Drop-in facility - students could see a member of the team if they felt the need to ‘touch base’. 

Commander (our mascot) was ready with a listening ear. 
o Commander - through suggestions we approached Build-a-Bear in Plymouth City Centre who 

agreed to make the school’s Heroes Mascot. The students choose him, made him, clothed him 
and named him. He is appropriately called Commander. Commander attends all HMS Heroes 
meetings. 

o The Skype room – we now have a Heroes room for students to access a Skype enabled 
computer so they can address some of the contact issues that arise during term time. This 
facility is open to primary schools as well. 

o Display board – all events that we are involved in are displayed on the Heroes Noticeboard. 
This enables all students to know what is going on. 

o ‘E-blueys’ Support – individual time is given to students by staff and mentors to help with ‘E-
blueys’ which can be difficult to write for some students. 

o Mentors – many older students have been involved in helping younger students; we have 
encouraged this as a way of keeping people busy. 

o Charity events – the students have raised money for our three chosen charities through cake 
sales, exam pencil case sales, Hats 4 Heroes Day and many sponsored events. 

o Student voice – HMS Heroes members are involved in House Forums, School Council, Sixth 
Form Senate and therefore the issue is part of every aspect of school life, from policy approval 
to staff appointments. Heroes members also direct the use of Service Child monies (e.g. the 
purchase of Skype enabled computers and the Heroes Skype Room). 

o Events in the local community – our Heroes reps have participated in many civic events 
including home coming parades, Standard dedication ceremonies, Remembrance Day 
marches, Armed Forces Day events, the Queen’s Jubilee events, the Armed Forces Covenant 
ceremony and many others. Our Heroes have carried the Standard and given talks at many of 
these events. 

o Trips – we have taken our students and students from local primary schools on trips to local 
military bases including HMS Courageous, Bickleigh Barracks and Bickleigh Stables. 
Specific examples of these events are: 
HMS Heroes get their own Standard from the Lord Mayor Mary Aspinall at the Council House. 
Our representatives were involved reading passages at the official dedication of the Heroes 
Standard at HMS Drake. We visited HMS Courageous and had a tour of the Submarine. We 
raised money for our chosen Forces charities through cake sales and the sales of exam pencil 
cases – both events have continued. Members of our Heroes Group take the HMS Heroes 
Standard to the Homecoming Parade of the 2nd Royal Tank Regiment in Plymouth City 
Centre. Poppy selling in Drakes Circus. Hats for Heroes Day. Parents open afternoon. Queen’s 



Jubilee celebrations in Plymouth Dockyard. Armed Forces Day. Design and purchase of 
furniture for Skype room approved by Heroes Group members. 

 How we have helped other schools: 
o Partnership activities supporting other schools include sharing resources, good practice and 

expertise.  
o We have taken local primary students on trips to ease transition 
o We have shared good practice with local secondary schools both through City meetings 

and visits. 
o Local primaries able to use our Skype room through booking system. 
o We have met with other education authorities to enlighten them on the journey that HMS 

Heroes has made in Plymouth. 
o Presentation at Plymouth Conference 24th October will enable us to help other schools in 

their work with Service children. 
 
Results: 
Through discussion and survey we are confident that we have introduced and maintain a good 
programme of support for the 218 students which are directly affected by issues relating to service 
families. HMS Heroes members have given positive feedback. Students and parents now feel 
valued and supported. This has been stated by both in surveys and phone calls.  An example is 
Child X was a distressed student during transition as her dad was in Afghanistan for her KS2 
SATs and returned for R&R in her first week here. Working with her and her mum has enabled 
Alice to now be secure and confident. She now works as a mentor herself. Having an internal 
space for Heroes meetings and mentoring helps all students either through being mentored or 
being a mentor. Serving MOD Staff feeling less worried and more informed about their family’s 
welfare. Soldiers and Naval personnel returning from deployment have said how much knowing 
that Heroes was available for their children helped whilst they were away. Supporting wider 
network of schools helps other schools to learn from the work we do here and therefore helps 
other service children in the city. 
 
Legacy: 
This support programme continues and develops, informed by need. Our Skype room has since 
been furnished and decorated by students to give them ownership of the space. 

 


